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Preface
The transliteration adopted for Persian in this work is different from that of the Library
of Congress, which aims at normalizing the languages written in Arabic script. Mod
ern Persian has six vowels (a, i, u, a, e, o) with no phonemic distinction in length.
These vowels were found appropriate for this study not only to transcribe Persian words,
whether colloquial or formal, but also place names, many of which have no standard
written Persian forms. For the sake of uniformity the same system was used for personal
names. As for the consonants, 1 have used diagraphs for names of persons and places,
which helped reduce the number of diacritical marks in the text.
Maryam Borjian contributed to this study in three ways— as a linguist, a speaker of
Caspian, and a wife—but declined to be listed as co-author. My thanks are also due to
Peri Bearman of JAOS for her meticulous editing.

1. Introduction
One of the murkiest regions in Iranian dialectology has been the central Alborz, the
highest tract of the Alborz range, which separates the narrow Caspian littoral from the
Iranian plateau. Central Alborz spreads along the latitude from the mount Damavand,
the highest on the plateau, westward to the Kandovan pass. The northern part of central
Alborz is marked by the two parallel rivers of Kojur and Nur, flowing along the latitude
in Mazandaran province. From the Kandovan heights originate two rivers in opposite
directions: the northwardly Chalus and the southwardly Karaj; a highway along these riv
ers connects Tehran to the Caspian Sea. To the east of the Karaj river is the Jajrud river,
another powerful torrent that flows onto the Tehran plain after leaving the mountains
(Maps 1 and 2). The mountainous parts of the Jajrud and Karaj rivers, i.e., the southcentral Alborz, which I will call here by its old name, Qasran, is the subject of this sociolinguistic and dialectological investigation.
A broad examination of the linguistic situation throughout the Alborz region will pro
vide the context to identify the position of Qasran in relation to the surrounding languages.
Four main language groups of the Iranian family, namely, Caspian, Tatic, Semnani, and
Persian, predominate in the Alborz region.
Along the Caspian littoral and the northern slopes of the Alborz, the Caspian lan
guage family forms an unbroken continuum of dialects that extends some 550 kilometers
along the latitude (Map 1). This chain of dialects, called gelaki by their speakers, can be
broken down areally into three language groups: Gilaki in the west, Tabari in the east, and,
between these two, what Donald Stilo (2001) defines as Central Caspian, embracing the
districts of Tonekabon and Kalardasht. In this study, the Central Caspian dialects play an
important comparative role on account of their proximity to Qasran across the Kandovan
heights.
Tabari (or Mazandarani) predominates throughout the province of Mazandaran, with
the nuclei cities of Sari, Shahi, Babol, and Amol, whose speech forms Tabari proper.
On the other hand, the dialects spoken in the central Alborz are poorly documented: our
knowledge of the Nur and Kojur dialects is limited to the linguistic surveys published in
otherwise ethnographic works (Tahbaz 1963; Jahangiri 1988). However meager the data,
they are sufficient to characterize the vernaculars spoken in these valleys as Tabari, even
if they are noticeably beginning to diverge from Tabari proper toward Central Caspian,
which is spoken across the Chalus river. The Nur and Kojur dialects are of utmost signifi
cance to this study on account of their position in the central Alborz, to which also belongs
Qasran. Indeed, a central question of this study is how far southward Tabari extends into
the central Alborz and where the transition to Persian actually takes place.
1
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Prevailing on the plateau, Persian has been expanding its domain into the southern
piedmonts of the Alborz since early medieval times. It has been quite some time since
Persian replaced the native dialects of ancient Komesina (Komesh) on the piedmonts of
central-western Alborz, save for Semnani and the ring of dialects around it. A more recent
thrust of Persianization from Tehran has resulted in the ousting of the native vernaculars
of Shemiran on its immediate north, and Persian has increasingly been penetrating farther
north across the Towchal ridge into Qasran. The extent to which Qasran is Persianized will
be shown in this study.
Native to the southwestern Alborz is the Tatic language group, now driven out by
Persian from most of its historical habitat in the provinces of Qazvin, Zanjan, and Azarbayejan. The mountainous districts of Alamut and Taleqan form a transition zone between
Tatic, Persian, and Caspian. Despite its position on the upstream of the Shahrud, which
flows eastwardly onto the plain of Gilan, the Taleqan valley is the western neighbor of
Qasran, hence relevant to our comparative study. Taleqani is still little known, with no
published materials; Stilo (1981) tentatively designates it as “Tatoid,” a frontier branch of
the Tatic language group.
It should be evident therefore that Qasran, i.e., the south-central Alborz, is a language
transition zone bounded by Persian on the south, Caspian on the north, Tatic on the west,
and, Semnani, with some distance, on the southeast. Previous studies on Qasran are lim
ited to two of its geographic frontiers: Velatru’i in its far north has been established to be
a Tabari variety, while Gachsari, at a distance of only ten kilometers in the upper Karaj
valley, has transitional characteristics (Borjian 2012a); and in the so-called Outer Qasran
(see below) the extinct vernaculars of Shemiran and its administrative center Tajrish are
genetically Persian with a rich Caspian super-stratum (Boijian 2011). These findings raise
the question as to how language varies within Qasran proper from the Tabari variety of
Velatru in the north to the Persian variety of Tajrish in the south. Thanks to the emergence
of new linguistic data, we can now explore Qasran’s inter- and intra-dialectal relationships
in some detail. The following questions will be addressed: Is there a sufficient amount of
idiosyncrasy within Qasran to define it as a language group; how do the Qasran dialects
relate to neighboring Caspian, Persian, and Tatic; and is there a language continuum or
disruption?
In addition to the purely linguistic material, we will consider the topographic, histori
cal, ethnographic, socio-economic, and communicational factors that explain the language
relationships in the south-central Alborz.

2. Geographical and Social Setting
The data for this study are drawn from thirty-five localities in the south-central Alborz. The area is oriented diagonally in a northwest-southeast direction, as shown on
Map 2. It spreads over 2,000 square kilometers, between 35°47'and 36°05 north, 51°10'and
52°10'east. The area is separated in the east and north by offshoots of the Alborz from the
upper tributaries of the Lar and Nur rivers, and in the west from the Taleqan valley (the
upper stream of Shahrud river), all discharging into the Caspian Sea. The area is separated
in the southwest by the Towchal or Shemiran chain from Tehran.
There is no unique designation for the region studied here as a whole, and we use
the appellation Qasran for brevity and convenience. In his authoritative work Mas'ud
Keyhan (1932-33, 2: 352) treats the region as a single geographical unit and designates
it as “Lavasan, Rudbar, Lowra, and Shahrestanak,” corresponding to the four main river
basins, of which only Lowra, a right tributary of the Karaj river, falls outside this dialect
study area. This geographical unit distinguishes itself by forming a watershed of the pla
teau, as opposed to the rest of the Alborz which rivers discharge into the Caspian Sea.
The term Qasran, used occasionally in earlier sources, appears to have gained its new
currency from the work of Hoseyn Kariman (1977), whose research focuses on the his
torical geography of the region. He defines Inner Qasran as the mountainous part of the
Jajrud basin (Rudbar-e Qasran, with Amama as the seat; Lavasan-e Kuchak;1 Lavasan-e
Bozorg; and Siahrud) as well as the Sharestanak valley, but not Velatru, which is included
here. Outer Qasran, according to Kariman, would embrace Tehran and Shemiranat. Cur
rent administrative divisions place Rudbar-e Qasran and Lavasanat in the sub-province of
Shemiranat (sahrestan) and Siahrud (i.e., the Ira valley) in the sub-province of Damavand
of the province of Tehran.
Qasran consists of the two major river basins of Jajrud and Karaj. Both rivers form
in the heights of the south-central Alborz and flow southward to flank Greater Tehran on
either side before reaching the vast southern plains; their waters are regulated by the Karaj
and Latian dams. The mountainous part of the Jajrud forms the main body of Qasran. It
collects waters from its numerous tributaries, including Shemshak and Garmabdar in the
upper course, Ahar and Amama in the middle course, and Naserabad, Afja, and Lavorak
or Lavasan in the lower course, before reaching the Latian dam. To the east of Lavasan
flows the Ira valley toward the south. It joins the Damavand river just before the latter
merges with Jajrud some thirty kilometers south of the Latian dam.

1
This district extends north to include the upper Lar valley. The latter has no permanent settle
ment (Calmard 1983) and is therefore irrelevant from a linguistic perspective.
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The Karaj river forms the western boundary of Qasran, and runs from the Kandovan
heights along a major highway that connects the Caspian shores to Tehran. Upstream
from the Karaj dam, the river has two major affluents on the left side: the Velatru and the
Shahrestanak. Velatru and its tributary Varangarud join near Gachsar together with the
southwardly affluent coming from Kandovan. The other tributary, the Shahrestanak, runs
from the southeast to the northwest on the north side of the Towchal, which separates the
upper Karaj River from the plain of Tehran.
These narrow mountainous valleys are not entirely isolated from one another. They
are interconnected by a network of passes (gardana, gaduk) that offset the elevation up
to several hundred meters. The famous Ahar pass was used by mule caravans to travel
between the Jajrud and the Shahrestanak valleys. The Shemshak pass links the upper
reaches of Shemshak to Dizin on the tip of the Velatru valley through a 450-meter drop
of elevation that now serves as a ski course. The Sutak pass connects Qasran to the Nur
river valley on its north. The Quchak col forms the southern boundary of Inner Qasran. It
was these treacherous passes that enabled travel before the construction of modem roads.
Along the Jajrud, the altitude drops from 2,700 meters at Darbandsar to 2,000 meters at
Fasham to 1,600 meters at the Latian dam. The Velatru and Shahrestanak valleys have
altitudes above 2,200 meters, and the Ira valley begins at 2,200 meters at Ira.
The region is relatively densely populated. Each valley hosts a chain of close-knit
settlements, which are arranged linearly at an average of five-kilometer intervals. In the
traditional rural setting, the larger villages—such as Amama and Velatru—had a hundred
households or more and the smaller ones had an average of thirty households (cf. Lambton
1938: 79; E'temad-al-Saltana 1977: 113). The villagers used to keep large flocks of sheep
and cultivate abundant apple orchards. In wintertime most inhabitants would travel across
the passes to the Caspian plains to work in rice fields or construction; a minority few who
would stay in the valleys were engaged in turning the forest into coal and selling it in
Tehran (for details, see Lambton 1953: 213, 250; Hourcade 1978).
The rapid growth of Tehran into a modem metropolis has caused an inversion in
Qasran’s dependency from Mazandaran to Tehran. Qasran’s good climate and picturesque
scenery always attracted city dwellers. Already in the Qajar period, Naser al-Din Shah
improved the road along the Karaj river and built the renowned palace of Shahrestanak.
Reza Shah Pahlavi built a hotel in Gachsar and constructed paved roads to exploit the rich
coal deposits of the upper Jajrud and the gypsum mines of Gachsar. The opening in 1938 of
the Tehran-Caspian highway, passing through the Kandovan tunnel, opened up the central
Alborz to the ever-growing population of the capital. Summer tourism thrived and the ski
slopes of Dizin, Shemshak, and Towchal with adjoining hotels became winter retreats for
the middle class living in the capital. Recent construction has increased so dramatically
that we can justly say that Qasran is being colonized by the capital dwellers. Little Lavasan
is now a large town within Greater Tehran, and the skyline of some of the former villages
in central Jajrud is marked with tall apartment buildings. All in all, Qasran has become
little more than Tehran’s backyard, with its socio-economic fabric already vanished; in a
not very remote future little will be left of the native dialects of this once secluded region.

3. The Linguistic Data
The present study brings together the linguistic data collected during the span of
well over a century, from four main sources. The richest in terms of geographic breadth
is the recently published Atlas-e guyes-senaxti-e Qasran-e daxel (Dialectological Atlas
of Inner Qasran) by Giti Deyhim (2009). It covers thirty-two villages in the Jajrud and
Shahrestanak basins and on the middle course of the Karaj river. A team of collectors
gathered three hundred glosses, each of which is mapped on a separate page of the atlas.
Unfortunately, the work suffers from a lack of methodology and poor practice of docu
mentation. Many of its glosses, such as radio, television, samovar, tractor, divorce, imam,
tasbih, and the day of judgment, are of little use to the dialectologist, while many essential
words, e.g., tree, fox, three, place, and yoke, are absent in the work. Some data are inac
curate, jumbled, or left unedited, and the unfamiliarity of the collectors with grammar has
led to blunders. Nevertheless, the atlas is extremely helpful in providing unique linguistic
material from a region that would otherwise be obscure in comparative dialectology. Prior
to this atlas, our linguistic knowledge of the Jajrud valley was limited to a glossary of
Ahari (Kariman 1977, 2: 770-1032), which is used here as backup data.
The second source (Lambton 1938) completes the linguistic map of Qasran by pro
viding invaluable data on the upper Karaj valley. The lion’s share of Ann K. S. Lambton’s
collection is given to Velatru’i, with six texts and a glossary. This is supplemented by some
data on the dialects of the adjoining Gachsar as well as five other villages: Varangarud,
Shahpol, Kushkak, Nesar, and Margevalis. Of these only the data for Velatru’i are of suf
ficient quantity to secure its position on the isogloss maps of the present study.2
The third main source of data for our isogloss maps is V. A. Zhukovskij’s (18881922, vol. 2) documentation of Tajrishi in the 1880s. Without this precious source for a
dialect that has since gone extinct, this study would be inconclusive regarding the southern
boundaries of the Qasran dialects. Zhukovskij’s compilation on Tajrishi is complemented
by the modest materials Hoseyn Same'i collected from two Tajrishi elders who no longer
used their native dialect in everyday speech. The Tajrishi corpus is also augmented— if
only slightly— by the material found in Deyhim (2005), though the actual merit of this
volume lies in its coverage of the entire Shemiran through the listing of several random
sentences for each of its sixteen localities, including Tajrish. Notwithstanding its lesser
quality, the compilation is helpful in that it illustrates a high degree of homogeneity among
Shemiran dialects, which underlies the representation of Tajrish of the entire Shemiran on

2
My recent study of Lambton’s materials on the dialects of Velatru and Gachsar (Borjian
2012a) was conducted prior to my knowledge of Deyhim’s publications.
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this study’s accompanying isogloss maps.3 This same book also provides data for the
vernaculars of the Jajrud valley, and I have occasionally drawn on its phrases to overcome
morphological and syntactic ambiguities encountered in the Atlas-e . . . Qasran.
Finally, the dialect of Damavand, an extension of those of southeastern Qasran, is
known from Sadeq Kia (2011) and Mehdi ’Alamdari (2005).
The data for the dialects outside Qasran come from different sources. A vocabulary
of Rehna (Reyna), in neighboring Bala Larijan, is found in Jacques de Morgan (1904:
200-43). The two monographs on the central Alborz valleys of Yush (Tahbaz 1996) and
Kandelus (Jahangiri 1988) proved extremely useful for a comparative study despite the
limited linguistic data they offer. The Kalardashti material is from Iran Kalbasi (1997) and
my own study (2010b). For the other two essential dialects, Tonekaboni and Taleqani, I
collected glosses specific to this study.4 The data for Tabari proper come from my docu
mentations from various localities and from published sources (e.g., Yoshie 1996). As this
comparative undertaking draws on the languages spoken farther away from the central
Alborz, the following sources were consulted as well: for Gilaki, Sotuda 1953, Payanda
1987, Stilo 2001; for Tati, Yarshater 1989; for northern Talysh, Miller 1953, Pirejko 1976,
central Talysh, Yarshater 1996, and southern Talysh, Lazard 1978; for the Semnan dia
lects, Azami and Windfuhr 1972, Christensen 1935, Zhukovskij 1888-1922, vol. 2, Sotuda
1963, Borjian 2008b; for Central dialects, Krahnke 1976, Stilo 2007a, Borjian 2012c, and
my unpublished data from the Kashan area; for Gorani, MacKenzie 1966; for Zaza, Paul
1998; for Kurdish (Kd), MacKenzie 1961; and for the dialects of southern Iran, Eqtedari
1955, Izadpanah 1964, Salami 2004-9, MacKinnon 2010. Finally, a rich source of vo
cabulary for sixty-seven dialects throughout Iran is Kia’s posthumous Vazanama (2011).

3 For more on Tajrish and Shemiran, see Borjian 2011, 2012b.
4 My informant for Tonekaboni was Soghra Nik-kar, from Khorramabad of Tonekabon. Arezoo
Rasouli (Taleghani) kindly collected the Taleqani material from her relatives in the village of Mir.

4. Isoglottic Features and Their Distribution
A preliminary sifting through the data disclosed several distributional patterns. The
most obvious one is the dominance of Tabari types in the north and Persian in the south.
Some vernaculars in the southeastern corner of the Qasran, too, exhibit strong Tabari ties.
The three villages south of the Latian dam appear to be outsiders to the region. A faint
pattern of local traits reveals itself in south-central Qasran. These observations convinced
me to aim at identifying two isoglottic patterns: a radial one, i.e., features that distinguish
Qasran from its neighbors; and a directional one, that is, a Tabari-Persian contrast along
the longitudinal axis.
From this examination emerged forty-eight features that seemed to exhibit cross
differentiation or comparative significance. The selection of the isoglosses was based on
the availability of uniform data for the thirty-five localities considered in this study. The
poor quality of much of the available data prevented me from using them; particularly in
morphology and syntax, some of the features identified as essential could not be included
because of the paucity of the material. Not all of the features selected are ideal; there is
a certain degree of semantic or structural ambiguity in some of the isoglosses. Even so,
the quantity of the features examined should be sufficient to provide us with an objective
overall picture of the language relationships in Qasran.
Most of the forty-eight features share one item each, while some utilize more. Sec
tion I below embraces ten features, mostly lexical, that set Qasran apart from the major
known languages that surround it. Section II presents thirty-eight features that show the
directional orientation of Qasran toward either Tabari or Persian. These are divided into
three groups: lexical (4.11a), grammatical (4.11b), and phonological (4.lie). Each isogloss
receives individual treatment, and a summary of each group is listed in a table. For suc
cinctness, when a word is given in small capitals, this indicates that a range of cognate
forms occurs in different dialects. Ideally, each isogloss would be plotted on a separate
map; instead, to save space isogloss bundles are shown on the maps. Nevertheless, one
can still draw the isogloss line for a given feature from the information embedded in the
bundle maps.
Of the thirty-five villages, uniform data were obtained for thirty-two villages from
Deyhim (2009). The data for the three other localities, namely, Velatru, Tajrish, and
Damavand, were gleaned from other sources, as explained in chapter three. These three
localities, respectively in the north, south, and east of Qasran, are decisive in complet
ing the map of the linguistic zone under study. In addition, despite their alien status on
linguistic grounds, the three villages south of the Latian dam— Bagh Komesh, Jajrud, and
Taraqqiun— were kept on the map not only because they represent the phenomenon of
7
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language influx but also because some of their glosses appear sporadically in the native
vernaculars of Qasran.

4.1. Features That Define Qasran
There are only a few isoglosses that distinguish Qasran as a language area. From
the data on hand, which are in any case not extensive, only ten features could be found
that clearly distinguish Qasran from both Tabari and Persian as well as from other Ira
nian language groups nearby. Most of these ten distinctive isoglosses are characteristic
of Qasran alone, but isogloss no. 4 is shared with Central Caspian, no. 6 with Taleqani,
and no. 8 with both. Within Qasran, no two isoglosses match exactly, and some overlap
considerably. For instance, for isogloss no. 2 (“sparrow”), the southern dialects of the
region exhibit the idiosyncratic word, and those of the north have the Tabari word. The
configuration shifts in isogloss no. 3 (“crow”): the northern dialects exhibit the local form
while the entire south falls on the Persian side. See Maps 3 and 4.
The isoglosses can be divided into lexical (nos. 1-8), grammatical (no. 9), and phono
logical (no. 10) units. This inventory can, of course, be expanded when more data become
available.

1. “Child”
Concerning its frequency of usage, yal is the most evident isogloss that defines the
greater Qasran. It is also one of the most widely spread therein: only Velatru in the north
west and Ira and Veskara in the southeast have the Tabari type vace,5 Vasefjani has both
vaca and yal, and Bagh-Komeshi and Taraqqiuni have Pers bacca, while Jajrudi is re
ported to have jeqela (whicn means “nestling” in Persian), a word also used in Gilaki.
All other Qasran localities use yal, with variants ayal in Rudak and Damavand, ial in
Tajrish, and yaUial in the rest of Shemiran. The extent of the usage of yal reaches Gachsar and its hamlets Margevalis, Nesar, and Shahpol on the Tehran-Chalus highway, and
Baraghan (ial) north of Karaj city, but probably not much farther west: Taleqani has the
Tabari term.
Outside of the region, owl in Lori of Biranvand and Sagvand and oyil in Laki of
Kowalivand (Kia 2011) resemble the gloss under consideration. In other Iranian lan
guages, however, 1 found no word for “child” or “son” that could be related to yal. The
closest association is probably Arani yiir “little child,” likely to be related to the adjoining
Abuzaydabadi ziir(ay), and ultimately to the forms in Tati dialects of Chal, Sagzabad,
Ebrahimabad (zaru), and Takestan (zarin), as well as Kurmanji Kurdish zaru, all derived
5
Vacs is used throughout Mazandaran and Central Caspian (Kalardashti, Tonekaboni, Taleqani)
as well as in many other NW Iranian languages. Another term used sporadically in Mazandaran is
Yushi cola, Saravi celik, cf. Shughni tselik.
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from the root *zan-, from which Parthian and Middle Persian zadag and frazand “child”
have emerged. But to relate yal to zad, two sound changes must have been at work (z > z
> y and d > r > l) which, if not implausible in certain contexts, have not been otherwise
active in the Qasran area.
We must therefore resort to the explanation conjectured by Lambton (1938: 89) that
yal is a contracted form of Persian cayal “wife” (< Arabic Hycil “household, dependants”).
But how could wife and child be semantically connected? The justification can be as
simple as the fact that traditionally some husbands would call their wife in public by the
name of the eldest son or, alternatively, by ayal! (or za(ifa!, etc.). This may have caused
the association between “wife” and “son” and eventually “child.”

2. “Sparrow”
For this gloss most Iranian languages have onomatopoeic types, six of which appear
in Qasran and its neighbors. The major isoglottic split occurs between what 1 consider here
as the local type, used in the south, and the Tabari type, in the north.
(i) The idiosyncratic word shows some variation: Ush, Knd, Rud, Tok, Njr, Nik
gongusd, Aha gongusdak, Rut gongiisdak, Fsh gongiisk, Sab gondgus (Afj has also Tab
misgak). A related type is Lori bangest, etc.
(ii) In the north the Tabari forms miska(k), micka, etc., prevail; cf. Rehna’i (Larijan),
Yushi, Kandelusi micka, Kalardashti miska, Espivardi (near Sari) mocka, Saravi micka.
Gachsari, too, has mis go.
(iii) Downstream from the Latian dam, Bgh, Jaj, Trq milelic(a) accords with
Tonekaboni malijd, Gilaki maleje, and similar forms in some Central dialects.
(iv) Nas gunjesg, cf. formal Pers gonjesk (< Middle Pers winjisk).
(v) Dam marbijak.
(vi) Taleqani cucek, related to some forms in Central dialects and Pers juja “chicken.”

3. “Crow”
I have chosen the local type to be qorab/qerab, which distribution is limited to three
isolated areas in the north, center, and east of Qasran. While this word is also found in
classical Persian, as yurab, it is no longer current in contemporary Persian, which uses
kalay. No other Iranian languages seem to share the word with the Qasran dialects. The
southern dialects of Qasran down to Tajrish employ the Persian form qalaq, and the three
villages below the Latian dam have kela. Vel ki.idj is Tabari (cf. Yushi kaloc, Kande
lusi kalac) and Central Caspian (Kalardashti keldc, Tonekaboni kaldc), cf. Dam qalaj.
Taleqani has the peculiar ulac.
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4. "Deer”
The local form, esgar, spreads over northern Qasran down to Amama,67while its vari
ant sekar1 spreads southeastwardly. These forms accord with the Central Caspian Kalardashti and Tonekaboni eskdr, also found in some Tatic and Central dialects. Tabari proper
exhibits no specific word of its own for “deer”— a mammal not indigenous to the Caspian
littoral. The best Tabari word that approximates “deer” is suka, used also in Yush, north
of Qasran. While Tabari suka and Qasrani esgarlsekar are actually cognate, they are phonologically distinct enough to be considered mutually unintelligible. Western and southern
villages of Qasran share this isogloss with Persian dhu.
5. “Egg”
The highly idiosyncratic ciilii/culu spreads from Ahar to Vasefjan, with an interrup
tion in Ushan and Amama, which use the Caspian morqona, and Naserabad, which uses
the standard Persian toxm-e-morq .8 The rest of the settlements to the north and east all
employ various forms of the common Caspian maryana, found also in Damavandi and
Taleqani of Mir.910Note also Rut morqona and culu, Bgh tormeq, Jaj toxmamorq, and Trq
cormeq. For Shemiranat we have Taj toxm, but Sulaqani and Emamzada Qasemi culu. No
form akin to culu is known in any other Iranian language.
6. “Walnut”
The bulk of the region employs jow z with slight variations in the form. It appears
that the domain of this local word extends eastward to Damavandi (jowz) and westward
to Nesari, spoken in the upper Karaj valley, and further west to Taleqani (joz)■ Although
found also in some Persian varieties (cf. classical Persian gdz), the local word sharply
contrasts with gerdu in standard and Tehrani Persian. The latter is a vulgarized pronuncia
tion of the classical Persian girdakan, with the reflex Bgh, Trq gerdko (Jajrud, another
village south of Latian dam, has gerdu). These words are all in contradistinction with
ayaz in Velatru’i and aquzlaquzlaqoz in Voskara’i, Ardina’i, and Ira’i, in the far southeast
of Qasran. The latter are in agreement with the Caspian type, e.g., Yushi aquz, Kandelusi
and Tonekaboni aquz, Kalardashti aqoz.n)
7. “Oven”
For this feature, the word kela is common to most of southern and eastern Qasran,
extended eastwardly to Damavand and southwardly to Tajrish. I consider it characteristic
6 But also in the southernmost village of Taraqqiun.
7 This means “game” in standard Persian.
8 I.e., toxm(e)mdrq (“egg”). Note that this is a single word with transparent components. It
employs an original ezafa marker that is integrated into the original compound toxm-e morq (lit.
egg of a hen).
9 But culu in Taleqani of Hasiran (Kia 2011:211).
10aquz, etc. < Old Iranian a-gauza-; jowz, goz < Old Iranian *gauza~.
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of Qasran because of its dissimilarity with the surrounding regions— Persian tanur and
Tabari tandir, which are shared by southern and northern Qasran respectively.11 Note that
held is used also in Mazandaran but usually in the sense of “hearth,” not “oven”: Yushi
kola “hearth,” tanir “oven,” Gachsari kalla “hearth,” tandi “oven,” Taleqani kale “hearth,”
ten(d)ur “oven.”
8. “He went”
In most of southern Qasran, we come across the variations basu, baso, and, with
fronting of the back vowels, basu, baso, basew (also Nik vasod). The word can be scanned
as having the modal prefix ba-, the past stem so-lsu-, and a zero ending for the third
person singular. It appears to be a part of an isoglottic continuum that extends eastward
to Damavandi (basu), westward to Taleqani (besse) and then northward to the Central
Caspian dialects of Kalardasht (beysal) and Tonekabon (besia). Despite the fact that its
usage is not confined to Qasran, we considered this feature relevant because it is distinc
tive when compared with Persian and Tabari.
The Persian form raft is confined to the three settlements south of the Latian dam (but
note Trq rat).
The Tabari form is found in Ira, Vsk burda in the southeast of Qasran, and in the
northern villages, viz., Ama, Shn, Lin, Dar burda, Grm burd, Jir, Mey, Lnz, Shr buerda,
Shi horde, Vel buarda\ cf. Tab, Yushi burdo, Kandelusi burda, Espivardi burde.
9. Preverb with the negative
Qasran is bisected in terms of many grammatical isoglosses that are either Tabari
or Persian (see 4.11b, below), but it shows few salient features of its own in the available
material. One12 is found in “we didn’t sleep” (Pers naxabidim), in which most southern
Qasran dialects have the preverb da-. The relevance of this isogloss comes from the fact
that preverbs do not normally occur with negative Tabari verbs (cf. Taleqani, Tonekaboni
naxotim). The distribution of the isogloss in Qasran is listed below.13 This item is used
also in 4.IIb.2 for the verb ending.
na-fet-emi
na-fet-ami
na-fet-ami
na-fet-ami
no-fet-ama

Lnz, Dar, Jir, Lin
Grm, Shn
Shi, Ama
Vsk
Ira

11 Examples: Varangarudi (near Velatru) tandir, Kandelusi tannir, Kalardashti tandir,
Tonekaboni tanur.
12Another paradigm would be the gloss for Persian nist “1 am not” (in Deyhim 2009: no. 270),
but the data are jumbled. See also 4.IIb.l, below.
13 The Meyguni paradigm is defective: nafet beymi, a periphrastic form with the past participle
nafet.
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no-feti-y-im
ni-oft-imund
na-xat-im
na-xot-im
na-xoft-im
da-na-xot-im
de-na-xot-im
da-na-kot-im
da-na-xofd-im
da-na-xoft-im

Bgh
Trq
Asa
Hmj
Jaj
Aha,
Rut
Vsf
Nas
Taj

10. “Sister”
This sole phonological isogloss marks three forms of the derivatives of Old Ira
nian x vahar (> Avestan x vaijnhar-, Middle Pers xwahar, xwar, Parthian xwar, New Pers
x wahar):
(i) Most Qasran dialects are distinguished with the form xwar (or xuar, merely an
alternative transcription; cf. Dam xiiar), which has preserved the initial cluster xw -.14 This
trait is common in the southern and middle Jajrud basin but extends also westward, with
an interruption, toward the upper Karaj valley. Further west, Taleqani has xoar, a form
that can either be an unfinished split of xw- or simply Persian xahar with loss of /h/.
(ii) The forms xaxer, xaxdr, xaxor in northern and eastern Qasran are Caspian: Vel,
Amoli, Saravi xaxer, Yushi xaxor, Rehna’i xoxer, Kalardashti, Tonekaboni xaxor, Langarudi xaxo, Rashti xaxur.
(iii) Neither Persian xahar nor colloquial Tehrani xar can be found in the dialects.
Note that Persian historical orthography has preserved the xw- cluster, but it is reduced to
x- in pronunciation.14

Table /. Features That Define Qasran
Ite m

T a b a r i ty p e

Q a sra n i

b a te

P e r s ia n ty p e

1

c h ild

va£a

YAL

2

s p a r ro w

m i Sg a ( k )

g o n o u Sd

g u n je s g
QALAQ

3

c ro w

k o l Aj

QORAB

4

deer

SUKA

e Sg a r

ah u

5

M3RQONA

CULU

TOXM

6

egg
w a ln u t

AQUZ

j Ow z

GERDU

7

oven

TANDIR

KELA

TANUR

8

he w ent

BURDA

b a Su

RAFT

9

p r e v e r b w ith n e g .

0-

da-

0-

s is te r

XAX3R

XUAR

xahar

10

14 Also Jaj, Trq xwar.
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4.II. Tabari vs. Perside Features
This section incorporates features that show the split of Qasran dialects between
Tabari and Persian. The isoglosses of 4.1, above, cannot be reused here for the obvious rea
son of contradiction of the two criteria, yet an item such as “we didn’t sleep” is exploited
in this section but within a different isoglottic context. There are three sub-sections: 11a,
with fourteen lexical features; lib, with ten grammatical features pertaining to the verb
phrase (1-4) and the noun phrase (5-10); and lie, with fifteen phonological features.

4.11a. Lexical Features
1. “Cat”
Qasran is neatly bisected into north and east versus south in terms of using respec
tively the Tabari bam(e)si and Persian gorba for “cat.”
Few isoglosses are so uniquely Tabari as bam(e)si is. The word is common throughout
the province of Mazandaran, but its usage ceases as one crosses the Chalus valley, where
pica picks up in Central Caspian (and extends areally as far as Gilaki pica, Talysh pucu,
etc.). Likewise, to the southeast of the province in the Semnan area, only Shahmirzadi,
which is an outlier Tabari dialect, uses bamesi, contrasting with its adjoining but geneti
cally unrelated Komesinian dialects, which use ruva and the like.
In the northwestern Qasran, not only does Velatru (bamesi) show agreement with
Tabari—expectedly so— but so does the non-Tabari Gachsar (bdmsi\ and its hamlet Kopar
bomsi). Taleqani, however, has gorba/gerbe.

2. “Hen”
The Tabari lexeme spreads over the northern Qasran and in the Ira valley in the
southeast as kerg, karg, korg, Vel, Gach h:rg (cf. Taleqani kerg, Yushi kerk, Tonekaboni
kark). This word is also found in older Persian dictionaries as karg—a meaningless word
to the average Persian speaker today. Other Qasran dialects use Persian morq, with the
anomalous Rud tiisnuk.

3. “Tree”
This isogloss is similar to the previous one in both distribution (though Tabari ddr
“tree” spreads more widely than karg in Qasran) and loss in contemporary Persian (ddr
means “tree” in classical Persian, but “gallows” in today’s usage, though the phrase
ddr o deraxt implies “a lot of trees”). Throughout Mazandaran the word is pronounced
with some variation: Yush dahor, Kandelus, etc. ddr, cf. Taleqani, Kalardashti ddr, but
Tonekaboni derax(t). In southern Qasran the Persian word is pronounced deraxd, with
voicing of /t/ in the cluster /xt/, a phonological feature of the area.
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4. “Rice”
This isogloss presents an unusual distribution in that almost the whole Jajrud basin
uses Persian berenj, as opposed to Tabari dune/duna15 in the Karaj and Ira valleys. Afja
is reported as having both words. The Meyguni informant is quoted as saying that duna is
obsolete and berenj is current (Deyhim 2009: no. 139).
The situation in these two areally transitional flanks of the Jajrud suggests that a shift
to Persian has been radiating from the center outward. This can be explained by the fact
that this staple food used to come exclusively from the Caspian littoral, but is now mostly
imported to the countryside from the southern ports on the Persian Gulf, reaching Qasran
via Tehran. Nevertheless, there is also a lexical nuisance that may have triggered the shift:
besides duna “rice” the Mazandaranis use binj for the husked rice or paddy, for which
Persian has scili or saltuk. The homonymy between berenj “rice” and binj “paddy” could
have helped the discarding of the latter word in Qasran.
5. “Big”
Only the southern dialects closest to Shemiran use Persian gonda or bozorg. The
rest of the native vernaculars employ the Tabari lexeme (cf. Yushi gat, Kandelusi gata).
There is a considerable variation in the terminal vowel: gat, gate, gata (also Dar gahta),
and gatin. The latter form, used in Lavasan and Ira in the southeast, carry the ending -in,
characteristic of the Semnan area in some adjectives, such as masin “big.” The lexeme
gat(s) is exclusive to Tabari, although it is found in the colloquial Persian phrase gat o
gonde “awkwardly big.” Of obscure origin, it is implausible to relate gat to the similar
forms— with incomparable back vowels—that are sporadically met in other West Iranian
languages: got, a rare form of gord, common in the Central dialects around Kashan; got/
gut in southern Fars; gurt (also get) in some Kurdish dialects; girz, gezor, etc. in Khuri,
gouz in Semnani. These words could be derived from Old Iranian *wdrka- (Southwest
form) or *wzrka- (Northwest form), following the rule *wa- > gu- (see Stilo 2007a: 108).
It is impossible, however, to trace Tabari gat back to the aforementioned Old Iranian roots.
Tabari gat extends to the Central Caspian language group (Kalardashti, Tonekaboni
gat), but no farther west or south. To the west of Qasran, Taleqan has pilla/pille, an iso
gloss that envelops South Tati, Gilaki, and South Talysh, with a reappearance in Zaza pil
to the far west. If these forms are cognate to bela/bale “big” of the Central dialects around
Isfahan, then the proposed etymology of the latter (< barda(k) < *vardak < *vadrak(a)[<*wdrka-\\ Stilo 2007a: 108) should be reconsidered.
Returning to Qasran, in the three dialects south of the Latian dam we find gap for
“big.” This says much about the provenance of these vernaculars: gap, and occasionally
gayp, is characteristic of the Lori-Bakhtiari and Fars dialects, and extends as far south as
Bashkardi.
15 Cf. Yushi, Kandelusi duna, Tonekaboni done, Taleqani berenj.
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6. “Grass”
In the entire Caspian region (Talysh, Gilan, Taleqan, Mazandaran, Semnan) vas des
ignates “grass” in such a broad semantic sense that in some dialects it extends to mean
“plant.” It is an old word also found in extinct languages (Parthian, Middle Pers, classical
Pers was), as well as in some East Iranian languages. However, vas is incomprehensible
to most people of the plateau, who use a la f(calaf) or gia(h). Qasran dialects use vas in
the north and southeast and alaf in the south. The term reported for all dialects of the
Shahrestanak valley, kah, might be semantically irrelevant, as in all likelihood it means
“fodder, hay”; this error came about from the informants being asked the wrong question,
“what do cattle and sheep eat?”

7. “Last night”
The Tabari term is confined to the upper valleys of the Jajrud and the Ira basins: Dar,
Jir, Mey, Grm, Ira asun, Lin, Shn asun-su, Ama ason, Vsk assn. Southern and western
dialects show the Persian forms disow/disew (standard Pers disab). Data are missing for
Velatru’i, which is probably on the Persian side, as are Taleqani (disow) and Kalardashti
(diso), and farther west Tonekaboni and the Gilaki of Langarud (disow). Therefore, the
domain of the Tabari term should extend from Kandelus (asun) eastward across the
Mazandaran plain (asun, ason), then south across the Alborz chain to Shahmirzad (osun)
and the Semnan area (Semnani usiina, Aftari eson, etc.).
In southeastern Qasran we come across another Perside form: Jaj, Bgh dus, Trq
dusnaka, Ard disna, and Vsf dikso .l6 Apart from the last-mentioned, these forms show
affinity with the Lori and Fars dialects: Lori dusneya, Shushtari dusso, Larestani dos(i),
Jewish Shirazi disna.
This isogloss is categorized as lexical because the Tabari and Perside terms are mutu
ally unintelligible even if they are genetically cognate, governed by the same phonological
rule (z- vs. d-) described below (4.IIc.9) for “groom.”
8. “Breast”
This isogloss has an unusual distribution in that the Persian term (pestan) is limited
to a series of contiguous dialects in central-eastern Qasran, which is surrounded by those
using Tabari sina/sine. Shelang in the west also uses the Persian type. The three localities
of Afja, Ardina, and Voskara, situated on the isogloss line, show both lexemes: peston or
pessun or pesdon and sina, cf. Dam pesdun. Amama’i has onomatopoeic mama (charac
teristic of the areal continuum of the Lori-Kurdish dialects). The extent of the Tabari type
runs as far west as Central Caspian (Kalardashti sine) where it stops: Tonekaboni pessan,
Taleqani sina (Kia), pestan (my collection).
16The materials on Damavandi disclose three forms: diisaba, diisna, disow.
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Tabari is probably the only Iranian language that assigns the meaning “breast” to
sina, which usually means “chest” in other Iranian languages. Subsequently, Tabari makes
the latter gloss by extending from “heart,” e.g., Saravi dele-sar “chest” (literally, at/over
the heart).
Noteworthy is juju, the other Tabari word for “breast.” This sounds quite onomato
poeic, as if it was a childish word, and 1 almost ignored it the first time I heard it. It is,
however, an important word, with a distribution far beyond Mazandaran: via the Semnan
area it spreads all over the area of the Central dialects, in varieties such as Khuri kizi,
Na’ini jija, Kafrani cize, Abyana’i ceje, and Vafsi ceze, and in some Tatic dialects (e.g.,
Masali juju), as well as Gilaki cucay. Not only do we come across it in the north-central
region of Iran, but it exists in the type present at the borders of all four corners of the
Iranian linguistic map: Zaza ciz, the Pamir dialects (Ishkashmi cuci), Ossetic zizi, Balochi
jujak (“nipple”), and Khotanese cija “breast.” To have such a broad geographic distribu
tion, the word must be very old.
9. “Calf”
This gloss is expressed in many forms in the Iranian languages, depending on the sex
and the age of the young bovine. With regard to the variation with respect to age, my notes
from Espivard, in central-eastern Mazandaran, include: gok/gdk, guguza “calf,” tateml
tatem “she-calf,” tesk “calf just before growing a horn,” faram “cow or ewe not yet hav
ing given birth,” tamemar “pregnant cow,” tame-maz (literally, fresh bee) “cow after her
first delivery,” etc. The material from Qasran should therefore be handled with caution.
Nevertheless, we can propose that gok/guk, found also in many other Tabari dialects, is a
generic form for “calf.” In Qasran only two dialects show agreement with this form: Dar
guk and Jir giig. All others use the Persian gusala with minor variations, e.g., Dam gosala,
talisa. For Velatru’i we are in the dark, but to the north and west there are Kandelusi gok
“calf,” Tonekaboni guk “newborn calf,” kalu “calf,” Taleqani gusale “calf,” telem “calf
that has not yet given birth.”
10. “Chicken”
In showing a low level of agreement with Tabari, this feature is comparable to the
previous one, but here the concurrence is different: Ira cinika, Kopari (in the Karaj valley)
cinr.kj, cf. general Tab cindeka. The rest of the Qasran dialects carry the Persian word:
juje,jiija,jija(k), etc. Tajrishi is assumed to share jijak with nearby Sulaqani. Damavandi
has cotok.
11. The preverb he- in “sit down!”
In Iranian languages the preverbs normally play both lexical and morphological roles,
and here the former is treated. As an example I have chosen the imperative form, which
always carries a modal prefix in both Caspian and Persian, hence it is morphologically
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invariable. With the word “sit” Tabari employs the preverb ha-lhe- (cf. Pers foru- “down”)
where a modal prefix is needed, as is the case in the imperative. In Qasran only two dia
lects, at its farthest points, exhibit the Tabari feature: Vel henis! and Ira henis! All other
dialects employ the modal be-, resulting in the forms ba/be-niS! (cf. Pers ben(e)sin!, col
loquial besin!).
12. “To look”
Persian and Tabari differ on this verb both genetically and formatively. Contemporary
Persian has replaced the simple form negaristan with negah kardan, a compound like
most other Persian verbs. The latter prevails throughout the southern half of Qasran (nega/
niga/nia nakon “don’t look!”). Tabari on the other hand uses harsian (with the present
stem es-), which yields these paradigms in Qasran: Lin, Grm, Shn, Shi nies, Lnz nieys,
Ama neis, Shr nieso, Dar henies, Jir, Mey hdnies, Ira, Vsk nes “don’t look!” Obviously
these vary in terms of carrying a preverb (Dar, Jir, Mey) or a personal ending (Shr).17
13-14. Differentiating between “foot” ~ “leg” and “hand” ~ “arm”
Tabari and Persian are different in lexically recognizing major segments of the hu
man limbs. Like English, Tabari has distinct words for “foot” and “leg.” The two major
segments of the lower limb are pa (from the toes to the ankle) and ling (from the toes or
the ankle to the thigh or the hip). Similarly Tabari differentiates between das(s) “hand,”
that is, from the fingertips to the wrist, and bal “arm,” from the fingertips or the wrist to
the shoulder. On the other hand, Persian generally uses the single word pa to denote both
“foot” and “leg,” and dast to denote both the hand and the arm. This is not to say that Per
sian does not specify other segments of the limbs: ran, for instance, stands for the thigh,
and bazu is the upper arm. Moreover, colloquial Persian leng “leg” has a limited usage,
usually with vulgar implications, and the phrase dast o bal implies only vaguely the whole
arm, while the term bal by itself designates the wing of a bird. These restricted usages,
however, do not change the status of Persian as being polysemous in this respect.
Qasran dialects show variations for each of the two sets. The “foot-leg” differen
tiation is recognized in the northern dialects and the Ira valley (leng/ling “leg”), while
the south generally shows polysemy, with the exception of Najjarkala and Tork Mazra'a,
which are reported to have only leng “leg.” The Vasefjani and Damavandi sources report
cak, which is also used in Mazandaran, but seemingly for “shinbone.” 18 In the case of

17 Other reported forms in Deyhim (2009) are irrelevant: Fsh neynes (< nabin-es “don’t see
[s/c]!”), Bgh, Trq neyn (seemingly “don’t look!”), Jaj seyl nakon (“don’t watch!”), Hmj nappa
(“don’t watch!”), Knd dimetounvarikon (i.e., the sentence dim-et-o un-vari kon “turn your face that
way!”).
18 My materials from Espivard, near Sari, show cak belend “long-legged,” cak-caki “squat
ting,” £ak-band “orthopedist.”
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“hand-arm,” polysemy is the rule except in a few dialects, namely, those of Shenestan,
Amama, Kond, Naserabad, Shahrestanak, Velatru, Nesar, Tork Mazraca, and Ardina.
The Tabari differentiation extends areally at least up to Central Caspian.19 For the rest
of the Iranian languages, however, we are much in the dark because Persian questionnaires
used by most collectors lack glosses for “leg” and “arm.” Nevertheless, the Caspian dif
ferentiation seem not to spread below 36°N latitude.
A similar study but on a broad geographic scale was published by Stanley Witkowski
and Cecil Brown (1985, expanded more recently in The World Atlas o f Language Struc
tures Online [Brown 2011]). Drawing on 109 languages all over the globe, the study finds
a distributional pattern: the percentage of languages that show polysemy for “hand-arm”
and “foot-leg” occurring at latitudes closer to the equator is considerably greater than their
percentage found at latitudes more distant from the equator. Indo-European languages,
mostly spoken at latitudes considerably removed from the equator, show differentiation in
all but the Slavic and Baltic languages. Among the eight Indo-Aryan languages surveyed,
only two above 31°N show differentiation. The authors have tried to hypothesize the dif
ference to climate.
Noteworthy is the absence of Persian or any other spoken Iranian languages in this
study. The only Iranian language considered by Witkowski and Brown is Pahlavi, i.e.,
Middle Persian, a dead language of which lexicons are not expected to oifer the accuracy
desired in such fine lexical differentiations as “hand-arm.” Furthermore, although W it
kowski and Brown have assumed a polysemous status to Pahlavi, at least one of its two
terms baza and arm may indeed correspond to “arm.”
Table Ila. Lexical Features
Ite m

T a b a r i ty p e

P e r s ia n ty p e

I

cat

b

2

hen
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a la f , k a h
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a

8
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n

c a lf

GUK
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c h ic k e n

C in

II

p r e v e r b i n “ s i t ! !”

ha-

ek
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ju ja
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lo o k n o t!
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13
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14

a rm
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d ass

e

S
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A
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19 My Taleqani materials are rather vague on this item, showing leng for both leg and foot
and bal for both arm and hand. Some Tati dialects suggest similar results. This calls for further
fieldwork.
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4.lib. Morphological and Syntactic Features
1. Present tense formation
Tabari and Persian differ in the present indicative in two ways: the tense marker,
which is mi- in Persian and zero in Tabari, and the personal endings. Qasran dialects side
with Tabari in the upper Jajrud, the Shahrestanak, and the Ira valleys, while the Persian
form dominates in the south and in the Karaj valley.20 For this isogloss, the first three
items below yield identical areal distribution:
(i) “I say.” Tabari forms go/ga/ge-ma vs. Persian me/mi-ga-m, ma-go-m.21 Cf.
Tonekaboni gonom, Taleqani migotn.
(ii) “We do.” Persian mokonim vs. Tabari komi, kami, kemi as well as kombi (in Shi,
Shn, Ama).22 These all accord with Tabari proper, which has three variants for the third
person plural ending: -mini, -mbi, -mi. Note that the nasal element in the stem kon-, etc.
has merged with the nasal of the ending (on this, see Borjian 2005). Cf. Tonekaboni hakonim (sic), Taleqani minim.
(iii) “He sends.” We encounter these Tabari types: Shn, Vsk resene, Lin ressene, Lnz
restene, Ama reseyne, all in accord with the Tabari third person singular ending -(a)na.
But the data also yield Dar resandenda, Grm resandanda, Jir resandanda, which are un
mistakably Caspian in form with the causative stem rescind- (cf. Tonekaboni resendena
“he sends”),23 but the ending -enda, etc. seems to belong to the third person plural; if so,
it still contradicts the following example.24 For the Persian forms, see 4.IIc.l3, below. Cf.
Taleqani maresa/marese.
(iv) “They don’t say.” The Tabari type shows substantial variation: Lnz, Shr na-gunene/a, Jir, Mey n-u-nena, Grm n-u-nana, Ama n-ow-nena, Dar n-u-nna, Lin n-u-na, Shi
na-go-nen, Ira nunamna (nunannal). Save for the last two, which might be corrupt, in all
these forms both the stem gu-tu- (see Borjian 2008a) and the endings are plausibly Tabari,
in which dialects one finds the third person plural -nana, -nna, and occasionally -na. The
areal distribution of this item differs from the three items presented above only in two dia
lects: Shn namagan, which is Persian, and Vsk namnegan, which seems a mixed form if
the data are sound. The Persian forms are namgan, namega, namigan, Asa namiguan (cf.
colloquial Persian of Tehran nemigan, Isfahan nimiguand).
2(1Including Gachsar; see Borjian 2012a: §G3.3.
21 For this item and the next, the data for Garmabdari are uneven: kam “we do,” gam/garni “I
say.”
22 For Velatru’i we have kcma “I do,” sumi “we go,” xsrmi “we drink.”
23 This is not to be confused with Persian resdndan “to deliver, to remit, to cause to reach,” the
causative of residan/rasidan “to arrive, to reach.” The Tabari stem resan(d)- “send” is the causative
form of ras(s)- “send,” cognate with Persian ferest- (see the phonological feature *fr- > r- in 4.IIc.l3,
below). Forging the causative from a transitive stem, though semantically pointless, is not uncom
mon, cf. Tajik firistondan “to send,” kunondan “to do,” etc.
24 Other defective data for “he sends,” resulting from careless documentation, include Shi re
seme and Ira rasema “I send,” Shr baresta “he sent.”
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(v)
“I am.” Caspian languages have at least two verbs for “to be”: the copula and the
locative with the preverb da(r)-. The latter verb appears to exist in all Qasran dialects (ex
cept for the three outsiders south of the Latian dam) in our source, although with highly
questionable usage.25 However, the existence of the locative verb is a lexical feature and
therefore does not concern us here. What matters morphologically is the verb ending, and
for this the Qasran dialects show fairly similar distribution to the other four items pre
sented above.
The three outsider dialects south of the Latian dam diverge from both Persian and
Caspian for some of the items: Bgh mim, Jaj bagom, Trq rniam “I say”; Jaj ekonim “we
do,” iaresimun “he sends,” nigu’an “they don’t say,” herim “I am [in?].”

2. Endings of the preterit
The only useful item26 for this isogloss is the one presented in 4.1.9 to mark the con
currence of the preverb and negative as a characteristic feature of Qasran. Here, reexamin
ing the same data for the second person plural ending in the preterit (Pers -im - Tab -ami),
we arrive at the same areal distribution found in 4.1.9 and 4.11b. 1.

3. Modal prefix in the preterit
The affirmative forms of the preterit carry the modal prefix be- in Tabari, as opposed
to no prefix in Persian. In Qasran only a few dialects are in union with Persian: Shr dmuyi,
Nas amoy, Trq umey, Bgh omed, Afj omadi, Aha, Njr umadi(n), Lav, Vsk amadin/d, cf.
Pers amadid “you came.” The Tabari types are Shi, Dar, Jir, Lin, Grm, Shn, Ira bimuyi,
Nik bimoyn, Vsf bimin, Lnz, Fsh, Ush, Rud, Sab, Ard biamoy, Taj biamoyn, Knd biamon,
Tok bidmo, Hmj biamieyn, Rut beyme, and Asa bieme (cf. Taleqani biamieyn, Tonekaboni
homey). The data are defective for Mey (biardi), and Jaj eveyzin is obscure.27

25 The statement to be filled in by the informants (man pesar-e sevvom-e Hasan_“I __ the
third son of Hasan”; Deyhim 2009: no. 260) should have been completed with the copula verb. But
the answers have the locative daram, darema, etc. “I am in, I exist.” It appears that the informants’
answers were ignored and they were just asked how they would say hastam in their dialects. The
same “hypercorrection” holds true for the gloss “is not,” as to be elicited in the statement u ahl-e
deh-e m â _“h e __ from our village,” to which many of the replies are listed as dani(e) “is not
in.” Clearly the collectors failed to realize that they were dealing with two distinct verbs for which
Persian is polysemous. See also Borjian 2012b: §3.5 for similar errors in Shemirâni.
26 The other relevant items, “you (sg.) saw” and “you (pi.) came,” used below, do not illustrate
the ending clearly.
27 Another potential item for this isogloss would be “you saw” (Deyhim 2009: no. 268); how
ever, the speakers seem to have responded to the question to Ali-râ kojâ_? “where__Ali?” in the
present perfect, and therefore practically all the forms throughout Qasran carry the prefix be- (see
the next isogloss).
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4. The present perfect
This tense merges with the preterit in Tabari, while Persian forms it with the past
participle suffixed by the copula. The sole example in our source suffers again from a
poor documentation strategy,28 yet we can make use of it by assuming that any form with
the ba- prefix is Tabari preterit. Of this there are two general forms: baxordema, an ideal
preterit form, in Qasran’s north and east, and baxordam, still a preterit form though defi
cient, in most of the south.29 While all these forms are treated as Tabari, the Persian form
is found in Tok xordam ,303
12as well as Jaj xardom, Trq xardam, while Bgh hardam is Lori.
For the weak standing of the present perfect in Tajrishi, see Borjian 2011: §3.5.2.

5-6. Modifiers
In Persian adjectives and possessives follow the head noun with an izafa connector,
but in Tabari they precede the head noun with a “reverse izafa” connector. The latter type
can be seen in Qasran’s north and east.
(i) Possessives: the gloss “husband’s mother” yields Tabari forms si-mar, su-mar,
Asa su-mahar (cf. Taleqani su-mar, Tonekaboni su-mar)?' Persian forms are mar-suar,
mar-siar, madar-suar?2 This sole available example may be treated as a compound word,
hence without an overt marker in either Persian or Tabari, but still it clearly conveys the
isoglottic split in terms of the position of the modifier.
(ii) Adjectives: “green leaf” yields Tabari sabz-e valg and Persian balglvalglvarg-e
sabz, cf. Taleqani sabz-e velag, Tonekaboni suz-e valglgolam ,33 The dialects south of the
Latian dam have barg/balg-e seuzVelatru’i shows Tabari structure consistently: torik-e sii “dark night,” xarab-e
yabexma “ruined cafe,” etc. Gachsari’s position in modifiers remains obscure due to the
paucity of evidence.

7-8. Possessive pronouns and adjectives
The enclitic pronouns (e.g., Pers dast-at “your hand”) have no place in the Caspian
languages. The latter, like English, has a set of possessive adjectives (tt/te'ne dass “your
hand”), abiding by the syntactic rule for genitival modifiers shown above. The Caspian
28 The questionnaire has hie gorosna nistam, con kasa[-ye] as-ra id tah_“I am not hungry
because I _out the bowl of soup” (Deyhim 2009: no. 269).
29 Data for this isogloss are verified by the material from Deyhim 2005.
30 The stress is probably on the last syllable, cf. Tehrani Persian xordam “I ate” * xorda.m “I
have eaten.”
31 For "husband,” see also 4.11c. 14, below.
32 The dialects south of the Latian dam use simple lexemes: Bgh hosira, Jaj xosi, Trq busira.
33 For the valg ~ balg phonological split, see 4.11c.4, below. Note also that none of the Qasran
dialects uses Tab suz “green.”
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gloss is shared by just a few dialects of Qasran: Asa, Shr te dasd, Ira, Vsk te das(t), Dar
teni dasd, as well as Ira vene bal, Vsk une dasd (apparently, “his hand”). Even fewer dia
lects show the Caspian type for “their hand”: Dar vesuni dasd. The rest of the localities
exhibit Persian type dasd-eson or the like, cf. Taleqani tiey/osdni bal “your/their hand,”
mini xane “my house”; Tonekaboni ti/usane dass “your/their hand.”
Likewise, Tabari has a set of possessive pronouns with a variety of forms among its
dialects. Persian on the other hand employs the analytic az man/to, which is now almost
outdated in favor of mal-e man/to “mine/yours”; both of these Persian forms are used
in the southern dialects of Qasran. The Caspian type corresponds to the following three
forms in Qasran:
(i) Ira, Vsk mese/tese, the form also met in my documentation from Mazandaran:
Espivard, Pahnakala of Kalijan Rostaq mese/tese, Sangdeh, eastern Savadkuh misaltisa,
Tonekabon misini/tisini “mine/yours,” Mahabad of Firuzkuh ame-sene “ours.”
(ii) Shi, Shr, Dar, Jir, Mey, Lin, Ama meni/teni.
(iii) Hmj meni/ti mal, Shn mani/tani mal, Grm mani/tanye mal—clearly mixed with
Persian but still holding Caspian syntax.
Two of the dialects south of the Latian dam plainly show Lori forms: Bgh inme, intu,
Trq himena, hituna, cf. Khorramabadi Lori hln-e me “mine,” hln-e to “yours.”

9-10. Adpositions
Among Iranian languages, Persian and Tabari stand at the two opposite ends of the
pre-/postposition spectrum (see Stilo 2007b). This salient feature therefore could not be
missing from this study despite the scantiness of data. Because of this I consider two
isoglosses: “from,” for which data are available for most of the dialects, and other adposi
tions combined, commensurate to the sparse corpus in hand.34
(i) “Prom” corresponds to the Persian preposition az- and the Tabari postposition -ja,
-ja. In Qasran we find that Velatru’i is the only dialect with the Tabari form; all others for
which the data are known use the preposition a(z)-. Note that we are treating this adposition in a syntactic context, although “from” could also serve as a lexical feature.
(ii) Table 1 shows adpositions in selected Qasran dialects, mostly in the north and
center, where the dialects are not wholly prepositional. Velatru’i is predominately postpo
sitional, but not without some prepositions that are normally expressed by postpositions in
Tabari proper35 (see Borjian 2012a: §2.3). In the rest of Qasran, the share of postpositions
drop as we move south; there are none in Tajrishi for which sufficient data are available.

34 For this item I examined the texts from individual localities in Deyhim (2005: 38if.).
35 The preposition ta “until” is omitted because it is found as such in Tabari dialects.
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__________________________Table 1. Adpositions_______________
D ia le c t
Vel
L in
G rm
Shn
Ama
M ey

P o s tp o s itio n s

P r e p o s itio n s

jj

fro m , dda/dela in , sar a t/o n ,
a h e a d , sari a b o v e , dur a ro u n d

piclpis

bj w i t h , nazdik-i n e a r , unvar-e t h e

o th e r s id e

of

dela in , dim o n
er fo r, sar a t / o n
demdl f o ll o w i n g
dela in , sar a t/o n
dele, sar a t / o n , ben u n d e r , dim o n , lenge

az f r o m , taraf-e t o w a r d
az f r o m , bard-ye
bd w i t h
az f r o m , bd w i t h , tu i n

a t th e f o o t o f
Shr
Lnz
Shi
D a r 36

dela in, pali n e a r
dele in , pali n e a r
er fo r, dam a t
eriox

be t o , bd w i t h
az f r o m , bd w i t h
az f r o m
az f r o m
az f r o m , be t o
az f r o m , be t o , min-e i n , sar-e a t
az f r o m , posd-e b e h i n d , mesl-e l i k e
be t o , bd w i t h , hamrd-ye t o g e t h e r w i t h
a f r o m , sar a t , sina-y o n t h e s u r f a c e o f
az f r o m , be t o , bd w i t h
az f r o m , be t o , bd w i t h , min-e i n ( t o ) , rii o n ,
o v e r , basan, base f o r
a(z) f r o m , bar o n , be t o , mon i n , ru o n , va
w i t h , vaselvds(e) f o r , min i n t h e m i d d l e o f

Hmj
A sa
J ir
R ut
A ha
F sh
U sh
Ira
D am
T a j37

Table lib. Morphological Features
T a b a ri ty p e

P e rs ia n ty p e

w e do

K 3 M (B )I

M O K O N IM

1 say

G 9M A

M EGAM

he sen d s

RESENE

M EFRESSE

2

w e d i d n ’t s le e p

N A FET9M I

( D A )N A X O ( F )T IM

3

you cam e

B l( A ) M O Y

OM ADI

Ite m
1

4

1 h a v e e a te n

B A X O R D E M (A )

XORDAM

5

m o th e r-in -la w

5i-m A r

m

6

g ree n le a f

S A B Z -E VALG

B A L G -E SA B Z
a z m a n , m a l-e m a n

a

) r -S u a r

m in e

m e n i,

y o u rs

t e n i. t e

8

your hand

T E (N I) D A S (D )

D A S S -E T

9

fro m

- ja

a (z )-

7

m ese

A (d

Se

a (z ) to , m a l-e to

36 For Darbandsar, the data may be unrepresentative because Persian heavily influences the
informant’s speech. Yet in the adjoining Shemshak, too, we find only prepositions: be “to,” darzir-e
“under,” nazdik be “close to.”
37 Tajrishi and other dialects of Shemiran. See Borjian 2011: §2.3; Borjian 2012b: §2.4.
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4.11c. Phonological Features
1. *sp- in “white”
The initial consonantal cluster sp- (Old Iranian *spaita-, Avestan spaeta-, Middle
Pers sped “white”) was fading out already in Middle Iranian (Parthian, Turfan Middle Pers
<’spyd> isped), and the process is completed in nearly all New West Iranian languages.
Initial cluster instability resulted in two distinctive patterns: prothetic and anaptyctic, ex
emplified in classical Persian isped and saped (> modern Persian sefid). In northern Persia,
the prothetic pattern prevails in Tabari (Saravi, Amoli espe, Yushi, Kandelusi sspi), Cen
tral Caspian (Kalardashti esfe, Tonekaboni espe), and Taleqani ispi/espi (but Gilaki safid).
The dialects of Qasran are split in this feature. In the north they mostly take sides
with Tabari by showing the common form esbi (Ira esvi). The three dialects south of the
Latian dam, although not of Caspian stock, also have esbilisbi, as do many non-Caspian languages. Pers sifid/sefid is found in the south with a hump-like infiltration into the
Garmabdar valley.
2-3. The vowels in “fire” and “snake”
These isoglosses, too, cut across Qasran on a Caspian-Persian backdrop. For “fire,”
the dialects in the west, north, and east all have Tabari tas, while the group in the lower
Jajrud valley have Persian atis/ates. “Snake” is mahr in all dialects except those in the
southeast, which have mar, as in Persian. Cf. Tabari mar/ma:rtmahrImahr, Central Cas
pian mar.
4-8. Retention of *w- in “leaf,” “lamb,” “rain,” “wolf,” and “hungry”
In the context of historical phonology, the pedigree of a new West Iranian language
can be tested by a number of characteristic sound changes. The one for which many para
digms usually exist in dialects is the development of the Middle West Iranian initial w-, a
sound that is retained in most Caspian languages, among many others, but has changed to
either b- or g- in Persian.
If this single diachronic feature is supported by five isoglosses here, it is not only
due to an abundance of data (I could have extended the isoglosses to include “snow,”
“avalanche,” and “game”), but also because the isoglosses show profoundly uneven dis
tributions. For instance, for Tabari vara/vare ~ Persian barn “lamb” all but six vernaculars
(including the three south of the Latian dam) concur with the Caspian form, whereas for
vares ~ baruntbaron “rain”38 only five dialects side with Tabari.
38
As the criterion is the sound change from Old Iranian *war~, the fact that vares and barun
pertain to different word formations should not concern us here. Actually, the two criteria intersect
in Lin varun and Njr bares, and Velatru’i has two lexemes: vans and varun, both glossed as “rain”
by Lambton (1938). So does Taleqani; according to my informant, baran means “rain” and bares/
vares “light rain.”
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This heterogeneity for a single diachronic category calls for explanation. On the ground
that the development of w- shows considerable evenness among the inherited words in
other language groups such as the Tatic and Central dialects, we may suppose that Qasran
has been borrowing individual words at different rates from either Persian or Tabari. Only
historical data would shed light as to which of the two languages is the source of bor
rowing. Whatever the case may be, the five features combined reveal that the v- retention
gradually diminishes as one travels from northern or eastern Qasran toward Shemiran.

9. z- vs. d- in “groom”
One of the oldest isoglottic splits in Iranian languages is the development of protoIranian *dz to d in the Persic group and to z in all other Iranian languages. The split
marks Persian damad “bridegroom” versus the Caspian forms such as Kandelusi zoma,
Tonekaboni, Taleqani zama. In Qasran only the northernmost villages exhibit the Caspian
form.

10. *-c- >j in “sharp”
The isoglottic split from OIr *-c- to Persic z and Northwest Iranian j/z, which oc
curred in the Middle Iranian period, manifests itself in Persian tiz “sharp” versus Caspian
forms, viz., Tabari, Shahmirzädi, Kandelusi, Tonekaboni tej, Taleqani tij. The latter is
found only in north-central and eastern Qasran as tij; the rest of the dialects have tiz.

11. Loss of -d- in “female”
The loss of certain consonants sets Tabari apart from Persian. This pattern leads to
three isoglosses (nos. 11-13).
The loss of a medial d (from Old Iranian *-/-) in “female” leads to Tabari ma (cf.
Kandelusi mow), which is shared by the northernmost vernaculars of the Jajrud valley and
Lanizi in the Shahrestanak valley, as well as those south of the Latian dam, while Persian
mada is found in the rest of Qasran and extends westward into Taleqan (made) and then
northward to Central Caspian (Kalardashti madde, madaki, Tonekaboni made, madino).

12. Loss of y in “lie”
As to the loss of the voiced glottal fricative, the Tabari type prevails in the north and
southeast of Qasran: Vel doru, Shi, Shr deru, Mey, Lin, Grm, Vsk duru, Aha, Vsf diirii
(also non-Caspian Bgh deru, Trq duru, Jaj doro). The rest of the dialects have retained
Y (transcribed here as q) in a variety of forms: diiriiq, duruq, doruq, doroq, daruq. The
y-less isogloss domain embraces Taleqani (doru/deru) and Central Caspian (Kalardashti,
Tonekaboni duru).
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13. *fr- > r- in “to send”
Loss o f/in initial clusterfr- has numerous paradigms in Tabari, including the present
stem res(s)- “send.” This form is found in Qasran’s southeast and prevails in the north
(Lnz, Shr have rest-), whence into Taleqan and Central Caspian (res-). Persian feresthas reflexes in the rest of the dialects toward Tajrish, e.g., Aha mafresse, Knd mefrestad,
and Taj merfisse (with metathesis) “he sends.” The phonological dividing line for this
item matches that of morphology discussed above in 4.IIb.l, except for Hmj mi-res-e “he
sends,” which accords with Tabari in historical phonology but with Persian in morphology.
14-15. Original back vowel in “husband” and “far”
Tabari is generally innovative in its vocalic system, of which fronting of the close
back vowels is an example.
(i) Parthian, Middle Pers, classical Pers soy, modem Pers sulsowhar, but Tab si
“husband.” The Tabari type encroaches into the upper Jajrud and Shahretanak valleys in
the north and west, as well as the Ira valley in the southeast of Qasran. Nesari siar, with
the front vowel, meets this isogloss as well. The rest of the dialects have suar (swar in
Deyhim’s transcription), except partially fronted Vsf suar, as well as Taj souher. The three
villages south of the Latian dam have mira, which occurs with some variations in many
Central and Lori dialects. See also “husband’s mother” in 4.1Ib.5.
(ii) Old Iranian dura- > Tab dir “far” (e.g., in Yushi, dir)39 has an even broader dis
tribution in Qasran: a majority of the dialects share the Tabari form except for the huddle
in mid-Jajrud valley, which dialects use Persian dur. A smooth transition between the two
groups occurs in the three dialects along the isogloss borderline, where the back vowel is
partially fronted: Aha Mey, Sab dur.
The distribution of these two isoglosses in Qasran reflects a broader picture in which
«-fronting gradually weakens as one travels westward or southwestward from Mazandaran,
cf. Kalardashti si, dur, Taleqani suar, dur, Tonekaboni, Gilaki su, dur. In another transi
tion zone, to the southeast of Mazandaran, the Semnan area has the mixed forms si/sii and
dir/diir.
39 “Late” (Pers dir) is dertdir in Tabari.
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Table lie. Phonological Features
Ite m

T a b a r i ty p e

P e r s ia n ty p e

1

w h ite

ESB I

S IF ID

2

f ir e

ta s

ÂTE§
m âr

3

snake

m âhr

4

le a f

VA L G

BA LG

5

la m b

VARA

b a ra

6

ra in

V Â R O N /V Â R E S

BÂRUN

7

w o lf

VERG

GORG

Sna

8

h u n g ry

va

9

g ro o m

ZUM Â

G O §N A
D O M Â (D )

10

sh a rp

tij

tiz

11

fe m a le

m a

M ÂDA

12

lie

D 0R U

DURUQ

13

send

RES-

FRESS-

14

husband

Si

§U A R

15

far

d ir

dur
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5. Data Analysis
The quantities of the isoglosses presented above are illustrated in Table 2 and Maps 1
and II (consisting of Ila, lib, lie, IIan). Table 2 lists the ratios and percentages of isogloss
agreements for each dialect. On Maps I, (la, lib, and lie the contour lines define isogloss
bundles. The numbers next to each locality designate the isogloss numbers met by the
dialect; an asterisk after a number means partial agreement, which wins the isogloss half
a point instead of one full point. When a feature is unknown in a dialect, the isogloss
number is placed in parentheses with a question mark. Map IIan presents the sum of Maps
Ila, lib, and lie.
Map 1. Characteristic features of Qasran are best represented in the lower course of
the Jajrud river (over 75 percent), extended to Shemiran and to a lesser degree to the Ira
valley and Damavand toward the east. In the middle of the core bundle, Amama, Ushan,
and Naserabad exhibit somewhat lower ratios, between 60 and 70 percent. This is not
unexpected given the former status of Amama as the administrative seat of Qasran and
the high degree of population influx in Ushan, which could have led to a certain degree
of dialect leveling through assimilation and mixture. The Shahrestanak valley and the
upstream Jajrud show low levels of agreement below 50 percent. Velatru’i and, by exten
sion, the rest of the Tabari dialects as well as the Persian of Tehran show zero agreement.
At the southeastern corner of Qasran, Ardina and Vasefjan exhibit high percentages
(70 or more), and farther east the town of Damavand scores 63 percent. This implies that
similar dialects must be spoken in the intermediary settlements such as Bumehen and Rudehen. The villages immediately north of Damavand, however, are reported as speaking
Tabari dialects ('Alamdari 2005: 8), an extension of which is found in the Ira valley (Ira
and Veskara) in Qasran proper.
Map II. Maps Ila, lib, and lie illustrate the results of the lexical, grammatical, and
phonological isoglosses respectively. The percentages for these three categories are aver
aged with equal weight on Map IIall. On this map, for instance, Fasham demonstrates an
overall agreement of 27 percent with the Tabari language; this quantity is calculated by
averaging its 20, 21, and 40 percent agreements respectively for the lexical, grammatical,
and phonological isoglosses (see Table 2). The following can be observed on Map IIall:
(i) The Shahrestanak valley shows a diminishing effect in the quantity of the Tabari
mix as one travels from Shahrestanak village (73 percent) downstream toward the Karaj
river mainstream.
(ii) In the Jajrud valley we find high percentages on its upper course along the
Shemshak and Garmabdar tributaries—from above 80 percent in Darbandsar, Lalun, and
Shenestan, to 70+ percent in Garmabdar and Meygun, down to 62 percent in Amama. A
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profound discontinuity appears south of Amama and Meygun: contour lines of 60, 50,
and 40 percent run concurrent in this part of the map. Continuing southward, the drop in
the Tabari-agreement ratios remains as sharp: only Ruta meets the minimum 30 percent
bundle, and only Fasham and Ahar exceed the 20 percent line. Farther southern villages
show percentage points on the scale of teens if not single digits.
(iii)
The Ira valley in the southeast show Tabari traits above 70 percent for Ira and
Veskara, but not Ardian, whose low score (33 percent) betrays its non-Caspian stock.
These observations made from Map IIan hold true in general terms for its constitu
ent maps (Ila, lib, and lie); in spite of some variations in the percentages, the general
configuration of the bundles are strikingly similar among the lexical, grammatical, and
phonological isoglosses and their quantitative sum.
The emerging picture is a relatively sharp dialect discontinuity in Qasran. The bound
ary is abrupt and well defined, shown on Map IIaMby the thick line that runs along 60 and
70 percent Tabari agreement isoglosses. The numerical calculation exposes the following
three dialect groups: (1) above the 60 percent isogloss there are fourteen dialects with a
mean of 75.2% (with a standard deviation of 9.7) akin to Tabari. Save Velatru’i, which is
a Tabari variety, these dialects are designated as Tabaroid in the next section; (2) below
the 20 percent isogloss there are eleven dialects40 with a mean of 14.2% (with a stan
dard deviation of 3.4) akin to Tabari. These dialects are designated as Perso-Tabaric in
the next section; and (3) in between there are only seven dialects (Damavandi included)
with Tabari agreement percentages between 24 and 48, with an average weight of 30.4%.
These dialects are also designated as Perso-Tabaric.
A comparison of Maps I and 11^ leads to a remarkable result. The northern boundary
that defines Qasran on Map I matches the line that shows language discontinuity on Map
IIjj,,. The double hump above Ruta and Ahar, for instance, stands out on all bundle maps.
This means that the isoglosses that are characteristic of Qasran are most numerous in those
dialects that have the least degree of affinity with Tabari. This implication is supported by
the results for the Ira valley in the southeast: Ardina and Vasefjan show high agreements
for the isoglosses that define Qasran but score low in Tabari features; the adjoining Ira and
Veskara show inverse proportions.
Moreover, a rough correlation exists between language type and altitude: the Tabari
type predominates in localities above 2,000 meters above sea level; those below this range
belong to the Persian type.

40
Excluding Bgh, Jaj, and Trq (all below the Latian dam), which are Lori dialects. See chapter
seven, below. The 12 percent agreement each of these dialects shares with Tabari is due to the five
common phonological isoglosses between Lori and Caspian.
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Table 2. Isogloss Agreements______________________
L o c a l fe a tu r e s

A b b r e v ia tio n s a n d n a m e s

F e a tu r e s s h o w i n g th e d e g r e e o f r e la te d n e s s to T a b a r i
Ha

I

T a b le /M a p n o . —>
r a tio

%

Ilb

Ile

ra tio

%

r a tio

%

H ai.

r a tio

%

%

A fj

A fja

7 .5 / 1 0

75

2 /1 4

14

2 /1 0

20

3 /1 5

20

18

A ha

A här

9 /1 0

90

2 /1 4

14

2 /1 0

20

5 .5 /1 5

37

24

Amä

A m äm a

6 /1 0

60

7 /1 4

50

8 /9

89

7 /1 5

47

62

Ä rd

Ä r d in a

7 /1 0

70

4 /1 4

29

3 /1 0

30

6 /1 5

40

33

Ä sä

Ä s ä rä

5 /1 0

50

4 /1 4

29

5 /9

56

9 /1 5

60

48

B gh

B äg h K o m esh

1 /1 0

10

0 /1 4

0

0 /1 0

0

5 /1 4

36

12

D am

D am ävand

5 /8

63

1 .5 /1 0

15

-

4 .5 / 1 4

32

23

D ar

D a rb a n d sa r

4 /1 0

40

1 0 /1 4

71

9 /1 0

90

1 4 /1 5

93

85

F sh

F asham

9 /1 0

90

3 /1 4

21

2 /1 0

20

6 /1 5

40

27

G rm

G a rm ä b d a r

3 /1 0

30

1 0 /1 4

71

8 /1 0

80

1 0 /1 5

67

73

Hmj

H a m a - jä

5 /1 0

50

7 /1 4

50

5 /9

56

1 2 /1 5

80

62
75

-

Irä

Irä

3 /1 0

30

1 1 /1 4

79

8 /1 0

80

1 0 /1 5

67

Jäj

J ä jr u d

1 /1 0

10

0 /1 4

0

0 /1 0

0

5 /1 4

36

12

J ir

J iru d

4 /1 0

40

1 0 /1 4

6 /1 0

60

1 1 /1 5

73

68

K nd

K o n d -e B ä lä

8 /1 0

HO

2 /1 4

71
14

3 /1 0

30

2 /1 5

13

19

L av

L a v ä sä n -e B o zo rg

5 /1 0

50

0 /1 4

0

2 /1 0

20

2 /1 5

13

11

L in

L ä lu n

4 /1 0

40

1 0 /1 4

71

8 /1 0

80

1 4 /1 5

93

82

Lnz

L ä n iz

3 /1 0

30

8 /1 4

57

8 /9

89

1 1 /1 5

73

73

M ey

M eygun

3 /9

33

9 /1 4

64

8 /1 0

80

1 3 /1 5

87

77

N äs

N ä se rä b ä d

6 /1 0

60

2 /1 4

14

1 /1 0

W

2 /1 5

13

13

N ik

N ik n ä m D e h

8 /1 0

HO

0 /1 4

0

2 /1 0

20

4 /1 5

27

16

N jr

N a jjä r k a lä

9 /1 0

90

0 /1 4

0

1 /1 0

10

1 /1 5

7

6

R ud

R udak

8 /1 0

HO

1 /1 4

7

2 /1 0

20

2 /1 5

13

13
33

R ut

R u ta

8 .5 /1 0

85

4 /1 4

29

3 /1 0

30

5 .5 /1 4

39

Sab

S a b u - y e B o z o rg

8 /1 0

HO

1 /1 4

7

2 /1 0

20

3 /1 5

20

16

S hi

S h e ln a g

3 /1 0

30

6 /1 4

43

8 /9

89

1 1 /1 5

73

68

S hn

S h e n e s tä n

3 /1 0

30

1 1 /1 4

79

8 /9

89

1 2 /1 4

86

84

Shr

S h a h r e s tä n a k

3 /1 0

30

9 /1 4

64

6 /8

75

1 2 /1 5

80

73

Taj

T a jris h

6 /8

75

2 /1 0

20

2 /1 0

20

0 /9

0

13

Tok

T o (r)k M a z r a 'a

8 /1 0

80

3 /1 4

21

1 /1 0

10

2 /1 5

13

15

T rq

T a ra q q iu n

2 /1 0

20

0 /1 4

0

0 /9

0

5 /1 4

36

12

U sh

U shän

7 /1 0

70

1 /1 4

7

2 /1 0

20

3 /1 5

20

16

Vel

V e lä tru

0 /9

0

9 /9

WO

1 0 /1 0

100

9 /9

WO

100

V sf

V ä s e fjä n

7 .5 /1 0

75

1 /1 4

7

3 /1 0

30

5 .5 /1 5

37

25

V sk

V e s k ä ra

3 /1 0

30

1 0 /1 4

71

6 /8

75

1 0 /1 5

67

71

6. Tabaroid vs. Perso-Tabaric
Subsequent to our investigation, the following five distinct linguistic groups emerge
in Qasran (Map III):
Tabari (Mazandarani): in the Velatru valley, that is, a northern tributary of the Karaj
river;
Tabaroid: on the upper Jajrud tributaries (Shemshak, Lalun, and Garmabdar), the
Shahrestanak tributary of the Karaj river, and the Ira valley in the southeast of Qasran;
Perso-Tabaric: along the Jajrud proper, i.e., from Ruta and Fasham (and Ahar) in the
north, downstream toward the Latian dam, and across the Towchal range in Tajrish and
the rest of Shemiranat;
Taleqani: probably in Gachsar, in the upper Karaj river basin;
Lori: south of the Latian dam (due to migrations). In retrospect, therefore, the prem
ise that the three dialects south of the dam would occupy a position between Persian and
Tabari was incorrect, and this renders the isoglosses of Type II meaningless for these
dialects.
Let us now further investigate what we just designated as the Tabaroid and the PersoTabaric dialect groups, which are geographically contiguous but linguistically discon
tinuous. Each of these two groups shows considerable internal uniformity within Qasran.
Their grammatical traits are summarized in Table 3.
The Tabaroid dialects show a solid Tabari character in verb morphology but a strong
Persian blend in the noun phrase. Phonology and vocabulary are predominantly Tabari.
The hybrid nature of their noun phrase is shown in the example below, expressed in
Lanizi, general Tabari, and Persian. In Lanizi the Tabari and Persian structures appear
side by side; the enclitic personal pronoun, which is absent in Tabari, is inserted in the
Tabari reverse-izafa construction (see above, 4.IIb.5—10).
Lanizi
Tabari
Persian

berar-m-i pali dara
me barar-e pali dara
pahlu-ye baradar-am ast
(he) is with my brother

The Perso-Tabaric dialects exhibit certain idiosyncratic features at the lexical level
(Map I). They carry few Northwest Iranian genes in their sound system. In morphologi
cal categories, the dialects resemble Tehrani Persian but with a rich Caspian coloring in
the verb, which is distinguished by its preverbs and past tense forms, and by non-Perside
“be” and “become.” Outside of Qasran, to its east, Damavandi belongs to this group by
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meeting most of these features. One noticeable exception is Damavandi’s genitival struc
tures, which are basically Persian (e.g., lows-e hotor “hanging lip”), but Tabari forms are
also encountered occasionally (xob-a piar “good father”). Another difference Damavand
shows with the bulk of other Perso-Tabaric dialects is its progressive tenses, which em
ploy “have” as auxiliary (Dam dastam mowtam “I was saying”), as opposed to, for in
stance, Tajrishi, which uses the locative verb: dabom misoam “I was going.”
A significant isogloss that was not included above because of insufficient data is the
verb “become.” Most of the Perso-Tabaric dialects of Jajrud and Shemiran express it
principally by ge(r)dian (corresponding to Pers gardidan!gastan), supplemented by two
additional roots: Tabari bavoan and Persian sodan. The existence of three distinct roots
attests par excellence the overlapping character of this dialectal zone and the hybrid nature
of the dialects.
In spite of the close affinity between the Perso-Tabaric dialects and Persian, the level
of mutual intelligibility is reported rather low. The Russian orientalist Valentin Zhukovskij, who visited Persia in 1883, “found that in Shemiran there is a group that still
speaks a language that is not understood by the residents of Tehran” (Zhukovskij 1888—
1922,1: ix). In his one-month stay in Damavand village in the summer of 1948, Sadeq Kia
could communicate effectively with the native speakers only by means of either Tabari or
Persian (Kia 2011: lii).
Table 3. Comparison o f Grammatical Features
Ite m

T a b a ro id

P e r s o - T a b a r ic

P resen t

T a b a ri

P e rs ia n

P r e te r i t p re fix

T a b a ri

T a b a ri

E n d in g s

T a b a ri

P e r s ia n

Im p e r f e c t

T a b a ri

P e rs ia n

P r o g r e s s iv e s

T a b a ri

T a b a r i & P e rs ia n

P rev e rb s

T a b a ri

T a b a ri

iz a /a /m o d if ie r s

T a b a ri & P e rs ia n

P e rs ia n

P r o n o u n s , o b liq u e

T a b a r i & P e rs ia n

P e rs ia n

A d p o s itio n s

T a b a r i & P e rs ia n

P e rs ia n

7. The Migration Factor
South-central Alborz has been subjected to migrational trends from both the north
and the south. As stated above, seasonal migrations between the central Alborz and the
Caspian provinces were the norm before modernization, and this historical trend explains
the high degree of affinity of the upper Jajrud dialects to Tabari. Aside from cycling
migrations, permanent population movements are reported as well. In Darbandsar, the
Bana and Bannachi clans are believed to have come from the Mikhsaz valley of Kojur
(Jahangiri 1988: 53). In 1880 the population of Amama consisted of three distinct groups
of Georgians,41 Nuris, and Mazandaranis (E'temad al-Saltana 1977: 115). The inhabitants
of Vasefjan maintain that they are originally from Taleqan (Deyhim 2005: 9). An in-depth
examination of Qasran’s history would further elucidate the migration patterns, but this is
beyond the scope of this study.
Migrations may have left an imprint on the toponymy of Qasran. We find the Cas
pian toponymic suffixes -sar in the place names Gachsar and Darband(e)sar, and -kala in
Najarkala. The suffix -us appears across the central Alborz from Chalus on the Caspian
shore to Kandelus and Zanus in Kojur, to Darrus in Shemiran. The Caspian attributive
suffix -ij shows itself in Jaij, a Qasran village, as well as in Yushij “from Yush” and Larij
(literally, of Lar), a pass in Mazandaran.
The population influx from the south is of a totally different character. The regions to
the south and east of Qasran have experienced profound demographic changes since the
Qajars began to resettle various nomadic groups from throughout Persia into the area east
of their capital city of Tehran to keep them under royal control (see Perry 1975; Hourcade 1978). Damavand district and the lower Jajrud have seen the immigration of many
nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes, the most numerous being the Hedavand (Lor), the Koti
(Arabic speakers), the Ali Kay (Gilak), the Osanlu (Turkish), and the 'Arab (Persophonic).
The section of the Jajrud that passes through the Anti Alborz (the isolated elevations
between the Latian dam and Varamin) became a royal hunting area under Naser al-Din
Shah Qajar and was made off-limits (qoroq) to the general public (Lambton 1953: 258).
The only inhabitants who were allowed to live there were some semi-nomadic families
of Hedavand, a Lor tribe living in small hamlets (Houcarde 1978; Calmard 1983). Thus,
it is very likely that the latter form the linguistic backdrop of the three “outsider” dialects
south of the Latian dam, for which I have identified a number of Lori isoglosses (Map III).
Intra-migratory trends within Qasran also deserve consideration in typological studies
of its dialects. A remarkable contemporary development was the construction of the Latian
dam in 1967 leading to the destruction of four villages, including Latian, by the dam’s lake.
41
These could have emigrated from Mazandaran, where a few centuries earlier Georgians had
been resettled by the Safavid shah 'Abbas 1.
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8. Conclusion
This study has investigated the south-central Alborz as a language transition zone.
This mountainous area, also called Qasran, consists of the upper valleys of the Jajrud
and Karaj rivers, separated from both Tehran and Mazandaran by mountains, as well as
from Shemiranat, which now forms the northern part of Greater Tehran. Qasran’s dozens
of villages have vanishing dialects with various degrees of affinity with the neighboring
languages, especially Caspian in the north and Persian in the south. However, the dialectological position of Qasran in relation to the rest of the West Iranian languages was
obscure; the intra-dialectal relationships of this transitional area had not been explored
prior to the present study.
To find answers to the questions posed in the introduction, above, I categorized the re
lationships among the dialects by making explicit the areal distribution of major linguistic
differences in phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon. This led to an analysis based
on forty-eight isoglosses from thirty-five localities, amounting to more than two thousand
linguistic items. The enormous amount of data processed minimizes possible margins
of error (due to paucity or ambiguity of data for some features), rendering fairly reliable
overall findings. Although each isogloss deserved a separate table and map, to achieve
succinctness I have instead summarized the findings in somewhat short paragraphs and
supplemented them by an inclusive numerical table and four bundle maps that superim
pose the relevant isoglosses. In spite of this major circumvention, every isogloss from
each locality is traceable, at least in its general form, which is given in small capitals. An
attempt was also made to enhance the linguistic examination by the available historical,
socio-economic, and emigrational information.
The findings were surprising. Contrary to my earlier assumption concerning the ex
istence of a dialect continuum in Qasran (Borjian 2012c), the emerging isoglottic maps
revealed a disruption between two distinct dialect groups. A well-defined line dissects
(1) the vernaculars in the north and southeast of Qasran, which show high degrees of af
finity with Tabari (Mazandarani), from (2) the southern dialects that are akin to Persian.
This outcome dictated the coining of two dialect groups in Qasran: Tabaroid and PersoTabaric (Map III). Aside from this compelling division based on isoglosses, I also found,
through ten more isoglosses, that there exist some idiosyncratic features among the PersoTabaric dialects that are unmatched outside Qasran. The two dialect groups identified
here, Tabaroid and Perso-Tabaric, deserve comprehensive descriptions in further studies.
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Appendix: Maps

Map 1. Caspian and Persian Speech Area
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Map 3. Isogloss “sparrow”
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Map 4. Isogloss “crow”
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Map lie. Phonological Features
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Map III. Language Zones
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